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PROGRAH OF ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF POROUS
ErAL IONIZERS

by

A. Cho, D. F. Hall and H. Shelton

23 different porous tungsten materials were tested to

determine t_eir cesium ion emitting characteristics at a j+ up
to25 ma/cm_. Improved performance with a low neutral fraction

and low critical temperature at high j+ was noted as the manu-
facturers increased the surface pore density by use of small,
graded, spherical W powder. Effects on porous W of carbiding s

O, Cr, Bej Ta 3 Ti and Zr were studied. Evaporative lifetimes
of Cu, Cr, Be_ Ni, Fe, and Ti on W vs. temperature, coverage,

and oxygenation are presented. __
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PROGRAM OF ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF POROUS
METAL IONIZERS

by A. Cho_ D. F. Hall_ and H. Shelton

SUMMARY

The first part of this report gives the evaporative life-

times of copper 3 chromium_ beryllium, nickel, iron_ and titanium

on solid tungsten as functions of temperaturej coverage_ and

cleanliness. These lifetimes were determined for use in pre-

dicting the suitability of the materials tested for the accelera-

tor electrode° The experiments demonstrated that copper is

acceptable as an accelerator material_ nickel and iron are possi-

bly acceptablej beryllium and chromium should probably be avoided

because of their interactions with oxygen, and titanium and

zirconium are strictly to be avoided.

In a second set of experiments 23 porous tungsten materials

that were fabricated by different manufacturers and had varying

parameters were tested to determine their cesium-ion-emitting

propertiesj particularly vrith respect to neutral fraction and

critical temperature at ion current densities up to 25 ma/cm 2.

Most clean porous tungsten manufactured of fine-graded spherical

powder yielded a neutral fraction of about 1 to 2 percent at

about 1450°K and a current density of 20 ma/cm2o Substantially

fewer neutrals were observed from oxygenated surfaces. The

best results from tests made without oxygen were obtained with

carbided high-pore-count material 3 which yielded a 1/2 percent

neutral fraction at 1440°K and 20 ma/cm 2 current density.

Results of this second series of tests are presented in two ways -

on data sheets showing the neutral fraction versus temperature

and current density for each testj and on engineering test

sheets that include permeability and critical temperature

measurements.
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EVAPORATIVE LIFETIME EXI_ERIMENT

INTRODUCTION

It is common practice in developing ion engines using cesium

contact ionization to use an accelerator made from copper, since

this materialj if it is evaporated or sputtered onto the porous

tungsten_ simply re-evaporates and in no way affects the ioniza-

tion of the cesium. However, copper has a few disadvantages --

it melts at low temperature_ it gets soft and sometimes sagsj and

its sputtering yieldj weight, expansion coefficient, and posslbly

other properties may not be optimum. It therefore seens desirable

either to strengthen the copper with additives or replace it with

some better material. Such a material must be compatible with

porous tungsten, complete compatibility dictating that the material

must re-evaporate and that the equilibrium amount present on the

porous tungsten surface will not adversely alter the ion-emission

characteristics of the system.

This experiment was therefore conducted to measure the

residence time before re-evaporation of some of the materials

considered for use in accelerators. From the residence timej

the equilibrium coverage of a material can easily be calculated.

BASIC THEORY

The evaporative (or adsorption) lifetime _ of a material

on a substrate is defined throughout this report as

•r = _/Pev ' (1)

where u is the surface coverage of the material in particles/cm 2

and Fev is the evaporative particle current density (or flux)

in particles/cm2/sec, At equilibrium the arrival rate of atoms

Far is equal to F so thatev J

2



_eq ffi Pax _ •
(2)

where _eq is the equilibrium surface coverage of the material.

Therefore, a measurement of _ at a particular arrival rate

allows a direct calculation of the equilibrium coverage for

this value of tax.

The surface coverage is often specified as a fraction of a

monolayer or e, one monolayer being defined as the coverage when

the most readily available sites on the surface are completely

occupied. I. Langmuir I found this coverage for cesium adions

on a tungsten surface to be 3.6 x 1014 particles/cm 2 -- one for

every four tungsten atoms. Throughout this report a monolayer

is considered to be about 1.5 x 1015 paxticles per cm 2, which

is close to the average tungsten density on all the crystal

faces. For adsorbed cesium, which affects the work function

and the evaporation energy of adjacent cesium adionsmore than

any other material, the change of work function _6 is 10 x 8.

If the tolerable A_ is 0.1 volt, then the maximum tolerable

coverage is 0.01, or 1 percent of a monolayer. Therefor_since

cesium is the most activematerlal known, no material on tung-

sten is objectionable in amounts of less than 1 percent of a

monolayer, or 1.5 x 1013 particles/cm 2.

To estimate the maximum evaporation lifetime of a material

for it to be of interest as an accelerator material, consider

a porous tungsten ionizer to be operating at 25 ma/cm 2 and

back sputtering from the accelerator to be 1 percent. In

this case the axrival rate of foreign atoms from the accelerator

would be approxlmately 1.5 x 1015 (one monolayer) per second.

From Eq. (2) and the upper-bound surface coverage quoted above,

the maximum lifetime of interest would be approximatelyl0 ms.

If the lifetime of a material that causes an adverse work-

function change with 8 = 0.01 were greater than i0 ms at the

operation _emperature of tungsten_ a larger neutral fraction

3



would result and the temperature would have to be raised

to improve results.

In addition to being a function of temperature, lifetime is

also sometimes a function of coverage. This is particularly true

if adsorption affects the work function. Conversely, when a

wide range of lifetimes is observed as a function of coverage,

it can be confidently expected 2 that the material will have a

large effect on the work function and hence on cesium neutrals

(and possibly critical temperature) when the tungsten is used

as an ion emitter. With such materials a low coverage is re-

quired, so again attention is directed to finding the lifetime

at low coverages (e _ 0.05). These lifetimes are designated

= o)"

Fortunately, in this experiment lifetimes are measured

directly in seconds and are not affected by calibration constants;

consequently great confidence can usually be placed on the values

obtained. (A less desirable approach would be to measure ad-

sorption energy, which then must be used in a formula with assumed

constants to obtain a derived lifetime.)

Lifetime can be analytically expressed as a function of the

reciprocal temperature by

ffi _o IexP (e/kT)Eevl J (3)

where Eev is the heat of evaporation (or adsorption) in volts,

T is the absolute temperature in degrees Kelvin, k is Boltzman's

constant and equals 1.38 x 10 -16 ergs/°K, and _o is interpreted

as the period of thermal vibration (1/_ o _ v_ where h_ _ kT,

hence _o _ h/kT _ 3 x 10 -14 sec. at 1500°K). Although the

constants _o and Eev are tabulated for the materials tested,

primary attention in reading the test results should be directed

to the actual plot of _ versus temperature.

4



THEORY OF EXPERIMENT

In this experiment lifetimes were determined from the

transient behavior of atoms as they re-evaporated from a hot

tungsten ribbon when an atomic beam was started or stopped by

a mechanical shutter. The theory of the experiment is given

in the following paragraphs.

If lifetime is a constant independent of the coverages

involved (which is true at low coverages) and the sticking

probability is 1.0, then

d_ = r _ (4)
ar-¥

which upon integration becomes

0 = Ueq [i - exp (- t/T)] (5)

for u = 0 at t = 0. This equation shows that when a shutter is

opened to allow a constant stream of atoms to impinge on clean

tungsten, the coverage builds up and approaches equilibrium

coverage in an exponential manner, the time constant being equal

to the lifetime. Since the re-evaporation flux is _/T and T is

a constant, the re-evaporation flux also increases exponentially

as it approaches the arrival rate. It is this re-evaporation

flux that is measured in this experiment. .

Upon complete or partial closlng of the shutter, the re-

evaporation and coverage again exponentially approach their

new equilibrium values (zero if the shutter is completely closed).

The time constant can be determined from the time required for 63

percent of the change to occur or from the intercept of the

initial slope of re-evaporation flux with the equilibrium value.

The latter method has been used because the value obtained is

not affected if the lifetime changes with coverage. This method

yields the "low-coverage" lifetime, T (e = 0)' provided the tungsten

has been cleaned of any previous deposition.

5



Determining _ is more difficult for larger coverages of

materials where the lifetime varies with the coverage since in

such cases the transient response is more complicated. When

the effect is a small perturbation, the over-all departure from

exponential is very slight, but the difference is most noticeable

in the initial slopes obtained upon opening and closing of the

shutter. As the change of lifetime with coverage increases the

curve becomes more complicated, usually displaying inflection

points and small initial slopes followed by much larger slopes.

These phenomena are illustrated in Figure 1.

The distance y in Figure l(d) is proportional to the rate

at which material is adhering to the tungsten. (Since the

equilibrium re-evaporation rate is equal to the arrival rate,

y is the difference between what is going on and what is coming

off. ) Therefore

= k f ydt,

where k is the calibration constant determined by Far _ ky(0).

At any given time t
0

t

a ffi k f o ydt and
b

Fev ffi k [y(O) - Y(to) ] ,

hence

to)] =p--
ev

k £to ydt

We see that the calibration constant cancels out and that again

the lifetime is determined exactly, but the exact value of

6



OPEN TIME _ _CLOSE

A LIFI_TIME CONSTANT

T(8= 0) t (8 =0)

I //

OPEN TIME _ - CLOSE

B. LIFETIME SLIGHTLY DECREASING WITH COVERAGE

T (8=0)

S

OPEN TIME

\
_--- CLOSE

C. LIFETIME STRONGLY DEPENDENT ON COVERAGE

0 t

0 to TIME

t
O

(to) y (o) - y (to)

D. ILLUSTRATION OF ANALYSIS TO DETERMINE "i"(8 )

Figure 1. Waveforms of re-evaporated material
tungsten versus time during opening
the atomic beam shutter.
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to which this lifetime is to be ascribed is dependent on

the accuracy of calibration, which is the most difficult and

uncertain aspect of the experiment.

Note that it is not difficult to find the exact functional

relationship between the lifetime and the fractional value of

some critical coverage. This coverage (the integral in above

equations) might be the limit that is obtained before accumula-

tion of the bulk material, or the coverage where a near dis-

continuity in lifetime occurs. When such a critical coverage

has been observed, we have tended to call it a monolayer and

1015have ascribed to it a surface density of 1.5 x particles/cm _.

Measurement of the value of an observed critical coverage requires

an absolute determination of the calibration constant, k. In

theory this can be done by using previously determined values of

vapor pressure. We have found, however, that for most materials

the published vapor pressure data cannot be trusted. It is not

known whether this is due to the presence of vacuum or alloying

contaminants in the original experiments, temperature uncertainties,

improper measurements of weight loss, improper assumptions of

sticking probabilities, theoretical extrapolations, or other

causes.

Calibration involves determining scope gain, electron

multiplier gain, ion-to-electron efficiency, spectrometer

transmission 3 gathering efficiency at the entrance of the spectro-

meter, the bombarding electron current, voltage, and focusing,

ionization efficiency, the thermal velocity of the re-evaporated

atoms, and the angular distribution and distance of evaporated

atoms from the tungsten ribbon. Most of these factors can be

held constant from one experiment to another or set to a reference

value by, say, calibration with a known gas pressure. However,

the ionization efficiency and the ion-to-electron efficiency

cannot be calculated with any certainty. It is felt that the

guess of 0 = 1 for u = 1.5 x 1015/cm 2 is more accurate than the

value obtained following the most painstaking calibrations when

vapor pressure data are uncertain.

8



DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS

The experimental apparatus is shown schematically in

Figure 2, and photographs of it are shown as Figures 3 and 4.

The heart of the experiment is an electric quadrupole mass

spectrometer, commonly called a "massenfilter" as designated in

papers by its inventor, Professor W. Paul of Germany. Four

6-inch-long, centerless ground stainless steel rods 0.232 inch

in dl_eter are mounted with 0.200 inch between opposlte rods.

These opposite rods are connected together, and a variable-

amplitude, 4.5-mc voltage of magnitudes up to 1200 volts peak

to peak is fed between adjacent pairs. A d-c voltage propor-

tional to the a-c voltage is fed in series with the a-c to

narrow the range of charge-to-mass ratios that can pass through

the rods. As the proportion of d-c voltage is increased, the

resolution increases until beyond a certain point no particles

pass through. With the fraction of d-c (rectified from the

a-c) flxed to give high resolution ( _ 100), the a-c voltage

is varied to tune to different atomic mass unlts. Small

numbers like those of H20 (18), and N2+CO (28) requlre a small

voltage, whereas higher numbers for materials such as Cr (52),

Fe (56), Ni (58), and Cu (63) require higher voltage. In

addition, the frequency had to be lowered in testing zirconium

(90).

At one end of the rods a pencll beam of electrons is

directed toward the entrance of the mass spectrometer. Ions

created in the electron beam are funneled into the spectro-

meter as the electrons are stalled.

Ions of the proper charge-to-mass ratio that exit from

the rods are accelerated through a grid onto a tungsten plate

at -2000 volts. Secondary electrons from the impact are multi-

plied in a novel electron multiplier,* which is the vertical box

* Bendix Model 306 Magnetic Electron Multiplier.

9
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Figure 2. Schematic of experiment to measure the binding
energy of assorted metals to tungsten.
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Figure 4. Photograph showing d e t a i l s  such as oven, s h u t t e r ,  
and i o n i z i n g  fi lament of lifetime experiment. 
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to the right in Figure 3. This multiplier works with cycloidal

electron trajectories in a crossed electric and magnetic field.

Two resistive films coated on glass (about 150 megohms) about

3/16 inch apart have 1500 volts along their length. One which is

attached to the ion target and on which multiplication occurs,

has a voltage running from about -2000 to -500 volts; the other

is 500 volts positive with respect to the first at all points

along an approximate 2-inch length, with voltages running from

-1500 volts to 0. The collector at 0 volts protrudes between

these two plates at the end of the electron path. A simple

resistive divider supplies all these voltages from a single

regulated supply, which is varied to vary the gain of the multi-

plier.

The multiplier has proved very successful. It is quite

stable in a variety of atmospheres, although chlorine in the

system seems to ruin the gain. Also, the insulating materials

used in its construction and the curie points of the magnet

limit bakeout° One unit was destroyed because the pressure

became too high and a discharge occurred between the plates,

sputtering off the coating.

The collector goes directly to the scope (input resistance 1

megohm) on the 1-my scale, and the equipment is adjusted so that

10 -9 amps out of the multiplier gives a 1-cm deflection on the

scope. The gain of the multiplier (capable of over 106 ) is

used at approximately 104 , so that if the ion-to-electron

efficiency is 10 percent an ion current of 10 -12 amps gives

10 -13 amps of secondary electrons, which are multiplied to

10 -9 amps and produce 1 mv across 106 ohms to give a 1-cm

deflection on the scope.

The part of the system described thus far is sensitive to

background gases and makes a good gas analyzer.

13



To continue with the description of the total test system

used in determining lifetimes, a test specimen of tungsten in

the form of a ribbon 0.001 inch thick, 0.10 inch wide, and

0.45 inch long is mounted at 45 degrees to the direction of an

atomic beam of material whose lifetime on tungsten is to be

measured (see Figure 5). Scattered (or re-evaporated, or de-

sorbed) atoms are thus deflected so that they traverse the

pencil ionizing beam of electrons directed toward the spectro-

meter. The test setup is carefully arranged so that the ribbon

is as close to the ionizing region as is possible w_th perfect

shielding to ensure that none of the primary atomic beam can

reach the ionizing region. Scattered atoms enter the ionizing

can through a rectangular aperture cut in its side.

In order to ensure uniform coverage and no end effects,

the tungsten strip is sharply bent at 0.45 inch so that the

length beyond this point is shadowed from the atomic beam.

About 1/16 inch beyond the bend the ribbon is carefully spot

welded to 0.020-inch-diameter tantalum wire. Tantalum was

chosen for ease of spot-welding and because it would heat to

the same temperature as the tungsten, thus avoiding end-cooling

and temperature distribution along the tungsten length.

The original plan was to monitor the temperature of the

tungsten with a fine-wire thermocouple spot-welded to the

back of the ribbon; however, the difficulty of spot-welding

such small wires of refractory metals dissuaded us from this

scheme. The method adopted for measuring the temperature was

to use a pyrometer looking normally through clean glass (out

of the path of evaporated material) onto the rear of the

tungsten strip, which is seen at an oblique angle. The back

of the ribbon remains pure tungsten during all of the experi-

ment so that the correction for the spectral emissivity of

solid tungsten is valid. It is felt that the temperature is

accurate to within _10°K.

14



GLASS BEAD AND

TWO-.020" Ta WIRE
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PLANE
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Figure Q Schematic showing position of solid tungsten
test strip relative to atomic beam and ionizing
region.
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The ribbon is heated with direct current, as the magnetic

field modulates the spectrometer sensitivity and heating by a-c

would produce fluctuation of the output. The electron source

for the spectrometer is also heated with direct current to prevent

60 and 120 cps modulation of the output. The heating current for

the oven can also be" bothersome if the leads are not dressed

properly.

In order to prevent an electrostatic-field deflection of

the ionizing electron beam, the ribbon is set at the same potential

as the ionizing can. This arrangement also prevents the accelera-

tion of electrons into the ionizing region if the tungsten strip

is at electron emission temperature. These two electrodes are

usually set at +150 volts.

It is of interest to estimate the density of particles at

the ionizing region for any evaporation rate. Let us consider

a material that has a vapor pressure p at a temperature T.

When a surface of this material is in equilibrium with its vapor

pressure, the density of atoms everywhere outside the surface is

p/kT. The density at the ionizing beam would be this same p/kT if

it were surrounded by a complete cylinder emitting atoms at this

pressure. However_ the 0.10-inch width of tungsten at a radius

of about 0.225 inch results in only 0.1/2Tx 0.225j or about 1/15

of a complete cylinder. Dilution also occurs in the axial

direction because the ribbon is not infinitely long. It is

estimated that this causes a further factor of 2 dilution. There-

fore the density in the ionizing region s and hence the probability

of ionization 3 is down by a factor of 30 from the equilibrium

density that would be predicted from the vapor pressure. Alsoj

the temperature of measurement is about 1500°Kj rather than

the 300°K associated with conventional gasesj so one suffers

another factor of 5. These calculations suggest that a material

evaporating off the ribbon at 1500°Kwith a vapor pressure of

1 x 10 -6 torr will populate the ionizing region to the same

16



extent as 7 x 10 -9 torr of a noble-like gas rebounding from all

the walls at room temperature. This discussion has been in-

cluded mainly to illustrate the need for keeping the ribbon

close to the ionizing beam and to indicate the high level of

sensitivity needed even when they are as close as possible.

A sketch of the oven is shown in Figure 6. The oven was

designed to achieve sustalnedj stable high temperatures without

causing the overheating and outgassing of adjacent parts.

Another design objective was to make the container massive enough

that it would not readily be destroyed by alloying. These ob-

jectives were for the most part achieved. The oven has success-

fully evaporated titanium requiring a temperature in excess of

2000°K.

Molybdenum was chosen for the sample holder because of its

machinability. For those materials that alloy rapidly at

evaporation temperature (nickel, for instance), a tungsten insert

is used. The needs for stability of temperature despite the

presence or absence of evaporants and for a massive container

distated that the container be radiatively heated, rather than

heated directly by passing current through it. To heat the

holder, about 100 amps of 60-cps current are passed through a

O.001-inch tantalum filament surrounding the holder, through the

holder itself, and through a thin stem designed to generate heat

rather than cool. Heat is thus conducted into the molybdenum

holder from both ends and is radiated from the tantalum ribbon.

A copper can in which a heat shield of 0.0005-inch tantalum

sheet is wound intercepts most of the stray radiated power and

conducts it into the massive base plate via a thin sheet of

teflon that serves as a thermal conductor. This seemingly in-

congruent usage of a normally insulating material illustrates a

principle used extensively in these experiments: that is, if a

poor thermal conductor is thin enough and has enough area, it

can provide very efficient cooling. Teflon was chosen because
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THIN TEFLON FOR ELECTRICAL

INSULATION AND THERMAL CONDUCTANCE

MOLYBDENUM INSIDE 0.001 IN. Ta
FILAMENT. EVAPORANT INSIDE.

TEFLON COPPER CLAMP AND COOLING
Ta HEAT SHIELDS INSIDE.

TEFLON

BASE PLATE

COPPER DISC BRAZED TO

STAINLESS STEEL HUB WITH SET SCREW

Figure e Sketch showing oven construction. Oven is

designed to allow stable, continuous high-

temperature evaporation of a wide variety
of materials.
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of its tendency to flow and thus make good surface contact.

It also provides excellent electrical insulation. Alternative

schemes would use massive current-carrying leads to conduct the

heat away. The temperature rise with such designs could be

excessive and injurious to seals and other parts. If we cal-

culate the temperature rise across 5-mll teflon used in the

oven at 100 watts of power through 40 cm2j

100 = 0.03 x 40 X AT
0.0127

AT ffi l°C .

If this power had to be conducted 2 inches along a copper bar

1/8 x 1/4 inch in cross section,

I00 = 4 x 1/32 x
6.45 x AT

2 x 2,54
i

AT = 630°C_

The shutter consists of an aperture above the oven across

which a flag of thin metal can be driven impulsively to close

or open ito The "hammer" that drives the flag to one of its

extremes is a solenoid-actuated slug. A charged capacitor is

discharged across one of two solenoids to actuate the shutter•

one solenoid opening it and the other closing it. The shutter

usually opens or closes completely in less than 5 ms. For

comparison• the minimum lifetime measured was about 30 ms.

The method of data-taking has been to let an electrical

pickup from the solenoid voltage trigger the sweep of the scope

on which the output is displayed. A polaroid picture is then

taken of the scope face_ the lens being opened just prior to

the initiation of the shutter action (and hence the trace).
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Examples of the single-trace photos obtained are presented in

Figure 7.

An additional mode of data-taking was required to measure

low-coverage lifetimes at low temperatures. The method used

was to determine the coverage by abruptly flashing the ribbon to

a high temperature and measuring the integrated current, which

is proportional to the coverage. Synthesized curves of the form

shown in Figure l(a) were obtained by flashing at different

accumulation times measured from opening of the shutter or pre-

vious flashing and plotting the data obtained. These measure-

ments were made at very lowarrivai rates -- below the instrument

sensitivity for measuring steady state -- and a constant uncertainty

when taking data in this mode is that the arrival rate of oxygen

might be sufficient to alter the surface during the long time re-

quired for equilibrium coverage to be established.

The experiment was performed on a Veeco oil-diffusion

pumped vacuum system in a bell jar sealed with a Viton gasket.

Other gaskets in the system were Viton O-rings and teflon lead-

through insulators, as illustrated in Figure 6. Dow-Corning

704 oil was used, and the system was continuously trapped with

liquid nitrogen. To improve trapping efficiency, an additional

baffle was added to the trap.

A light bake was performed by operating a large radiative

filament inside the bell jar. The oxygen and water partial

pressure was reduced to the point that the sample tungsten

ribbon would remain unoxygenated for minutes after flashing.

Hydrocarbon vapors were objectionable unless much effort

was expended to reduce their pressure to very low values. In

this case they were objectionable not because they might form

carbides (at these low pressuresj any cracked carbon could

easily diffuse into the tungsten or over long periods react with

oxygen), but because they presented a background in the spectro-

2O



Figure 7. Typical picture from which cop_er evaporative
lifetime data was taken. 1400 K, 50 ms/div.
Downward deflection is proportional to
evaporated copper from a hot tungsten ribbon
at times after opening or closing shutter.
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meter that interfered with the small currents that were being

measured. Some materials fortunately fell between hydrocarbon

groups, but others fell among the hydrocarbon groups, with the

result that a hydrocarbon peak or the "skirt" of an adjacent

strong hydrocarbon peak would often represent more current than

we were measuring.

COMPARISON. OF EVAPORATED LIFETIME OF MATERIALS FROM SELF
AND FROM (_EAN TUNGSTEN

It is instructive to convert a vapor pressure into a "self"

lifetime, _ = O/rev, where a = n 2/3 n being the volume density

of atoms in the solid and equal to p/m. For copper

n = (8.9/63 x 1.67 x 10 -24 ) = 83 x 1021 . n 2/3 = 1.9 x 1015/cm 2 .

P

For 10 -6 torr at approximately 1150°K, F =

10 -6 x 106

760
Im

Fev _6.28 x 63 x 1.67 x 10 -24 x 1.38 x I0 -i_ x 1150
=_ 1.3 x 1014/

2
cm sec.

Therefore the self lifetime

approximately 14 seconds.

is 1.9 x 1015/1.3 x 1014
or

We say, then that the lifetime of copper from copper is

14 seconds when its vapor pressure is 10 -6 torr (at 1150 ° K,

from Honig RCA3). This value compares with its lifetime of

30 seconds from clean tungsten at the same temperature.

These parameters are tabulated in Table I for various

materials tested in this program.
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TABLE I

Material
)ensit_

(gr/cm-)

i

Air

Tungsten 19.3

Copper 8.9

Chromium 7.2

Berylltum 1.85

Nickel 8.9

Iron 7.8

Titanium 4.5

Zirconium 6.44

M

_unu

i

29

184

63.6

52

9

58.7

55.8

47.9

91.2

o=n2/3

no./ 

1oZ'5

1.6x1015

1.9x1015

1.9x1015

2,48x1015

2x1015

1.9x1015

1.47x1015

1.21x1015

T* for

10 -6

tRrr
(VK)

300

2670

1150

1255

1100

1340

1295

1500

2000

re_ at T*

(no./cm z
Tself

(sec)

sec.)

3.77x1014

5x1013 32

1.3x1014 15

1.38x1014! 14

3.53x1014 7

1.25x1014 16

1.31x1014 14.5!

1.31x1014 11

8.2x1013 15

 w(e=o)
(sec)

2,65

30

2OOO

3000

50

200

*Vapor pressure from Honig RCA3.

**Estimated

Air and tungsten are included on the list only for comparison.

Particular attention should be paid to the difference between the

last two columns s first of which gives the lifetime of a material

from itself and is the value approached at high coverages on

tungsten s whlle the last gives our data for low coverages on tung-

sten, A wide difference indicates a strong dependence of both

lifetime and work function on coverage. Titanium and zirconium

are extremes in this respect. Copper is the most attractive

material on the llst because of the low temperature at which its

vapor pressure is 10 -6 torr and the similar lifetimes of copper

from copper and copper from tungstenj with the associated small

work function effect.

DATA

Copper

Copper was the easiest material to test. It vaporized easily

from the oven and had negligible dependence on coverage# so that

the waveforms were almost perfectly exponential. Its lifetime

versus reciprocal temperature is shown in Figure 8° As shown
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Figure 8. Evaporative lifetime of copper fro_]
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in Table I this lifetime is only twice the lifetime of copper

from itself, a fact that indicates that even a high coverage

of copper on a surface would not alter the work function

(_ = 4.5).

The use of copper in ion engines for many years indicates

its compatibility. A confirmatory experiment in which copper

was placed in the ion beam immediately above the accelerator

showed that the neutral fraction and critical temperature were

the same before and after exposure.

Chromium

The adsorption of chromium on tungsten is much more complica-

ted than that of copper. The lifetime of chromium is dependent

on coverage, and in addition, chromium diffuses into tungsten.

Oxygen on the surface decreases the lifetime, but the effect is

small.

A distinguishing feature of chromium is that its lifetime

(shown in Figure 9) changes abruptly at one coverage, which is

called a monolayer (e = 1). We do not have an accurate knowledge

of what density this coverage represents; we say it is about

10151.5 x atoms per square centimeter. The maximum coverage

before bulk chromium is formed is 1.3 monolayers. The 0.8 and 1.1

monolayer lines are sketched in the figure to indicate the •more

rapid variation of lifetime for coverages greater than a mono-

layer.

Of the materials tested, only chromium demonstrated un-

mistakable and measurable diffusion. We cannot distinguish

between bulk and grain boundary diffusion_ . which are both

into the bulk of the material. The evidence of this diffusion

is shown in Figure 10. It can be seen in Figures 10(a) and 10(b)

that the amount of chromium that comes out of and off the tung-

sten when its temperature is flashed increases with the time

of exposure. The structure is due to the temperature increase
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Figure 9. Chromium lifetime versus temperature of

polycrystalline tungsten with varying
coverages.
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Ca) Exposure 10 SeCo
flash after 0.2 sec.

(b) Exposure 20 sec.
flash after 0.4 sec.

(c) Exposure 10 sec°
flash after 10 sec.

(d) _xposure l0 sec°
flash after 20 sec.

Figure 10. Scope traces of chromium evolution from the

interior of tungsten upon flashing for various
exposure times and periods of delay between
oven shutter closure and flashing° Downward
deflection represents evolution; horizontal

portion of trace represents approximatel_ zero
evolution. Temperature of tungsten 1615 K.
Horizontal scale: 100 ms/div.
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during the flash and shows differing degrees of ease of re-

emission. In Figure 11 these flashed currents integrated by

a capacitor across the input of the scope are shown for different

accumulation times, all of which are beyond the time required

for equilibruim adsorption coverage. In Figure 12 we can see

that the plot of accumulated chromium against the square root

of the time is linear, which is indicative of a diffusion process.

When chromium is applied to an operating porous tungsten

ionizer, the results are very apparent; under most conditions the

critical temperature is higher, and the neutral fraction is low,

possibly because of the tight oxygen-to-chromium bond. It is

nearly impossible to rid the porous tungsten of the last rem-

nants of chromium, which continue to cause these effects. In a

pressure of oxygen the critical temperature changes--- the higher

the oxygen pressure, the lower the critical temperature; if the

oxygen is stopped, the critical temperature is at first extremely

high. These effects are detailed in Monthly Report No. 8, which

is included as Appendix I.

Beryllium

The lifetime of beryllium on tungsten presents a complica-

ted picture. Not only is the lifetime strongly dependent on

coverage, but it varies widely with the presence of oxygen. In

addition, the sticking probability is not unity and varies with

the degree of coverage and oxygenation. The story of beryllium

lifetime is told in Figure 13. In this figure, the data for

e _ 0 is the most reliable, the higher coverage data having

been obtained from analysis, as discussed previously and illus-

trated in Figure l(d). The value e _ 1 was taken as the maxi-

mum integral before bulk condensation began. The information

on beryllium on oxygenated tungsten is only approximate because

of the difficulty of measuring arising from the nonunity sticking

coefficient. The lower dotted line is an estimate of this life-

time, which is about 104 times longer than the lifetime from

clean tungsten.
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Figure ii. Picture showing diffused chromium flashed off after

varying times of exposure. This picture differs
from Figure 10 in that a capacitor smoothes the

curves to allow easier geometrical integration.

Accumulation times are 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 60,
90, and 120 seconds at 1515 ° K.
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Figure 13. Evaporative lifetime of beryllium versus
temperature of tungsten from which it

evaporates for different degrees of coverage
and cleanliness.
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Sticking probabilities differing from unity -- sometimes

approaching zero -- were observed at various times during data-

takingj in contrast to the fact that no other material studied

showed a detectable departure from unity. These observations

for beryllium are sketched in Figure 14j where the curves shown

are qualitative onlyj not quantitative. No detectable bulk

diffusion could be observed.

When beryllium is sputtered onto an ion-e_tting pellet s

the results are similar to those with chromium -- the material

is impossible to get rid ofj and although small amounts are un-

detectable by themselvesj when traces of oxygen are present

the critical temperature is high. Continuous oxygen pressure

lowers the critical ten_erature_ as illustrated in Figure 15.

We have found this oxygen effect to be similar with chromiumj

berylliumj and tantalum and attribute it to the known affinity

of these elements for oxygen. The conclusion is somewhat suspect_

however, since some of our later pellet tests show this effect

to some degree even when these materials purportedly are not

present. We suspect that in these cases the use of tantalum

as a heat shield while sintering, vacuum distilling 3 or brazing

has contaminated the pellet.

Nickel

The lifetime of nickel on tungsten is relatively simple_

with only a small dependence on coverage. Strangely_ the life-

time of nickel on oxygenated tungsten is shorter than on pure

tungsten and increases with coveragej as shown in Figure 16.

Also remarkablej in the light of the known enhancement of

sintering by nickelj was the complete lack of any evidence of

diffusion of the nickel into the tungsten. These results tend

to suggest there is n__osolubility of nickel in solid tungsten_

and that the small lin_t of solubility that has been reported 4

might be adsorbed material in crystal boundaries. Such a

conclusion makes the observed enhanced sintering of tungsten by

nickel very confusing.
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1. _ CLEAN

2. • SPUTTERING BERYLLIUM ON FOR TWO MINUTES

3. e AFTER STABILIZING AT 1600 °K FOR 10 MINUTES

4. 13 30 MINUTES LATER AND HEATED UP TO 1850 °K

5. I_ AFTERSPUTTERCLEANING AT LOW TEMP (1530 °K)

6. O WITH 5X 10.-6 TORR OXYGEN

7. X OXYGEN OFF

8. A AFTER SPUTTERCLEANING FOR 10 MINUTES

9. • WITH 5X 10-6 TORROXYGEN

10o 9 SPUTTERING BERYLLIUM ON WITH OXYGEN, BUT DATA WAS TAKEN WITH 0 2 OFF
11. O WITH 5X 10-6 TORR OXYGEN

0.01

0.003
2OOO 1600 1400 1200

EMITTER TEMPERATURE °K

Figure 15. Cesium neutral fraction versus temperature of

porous tungsten on which beryllium is deposited.
Testing sequence reveals interesting interaction
with oxygen.
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It is suspected that if the coverage of nickel is kept

below a monolayer 3 no slntering will be detected. This supposition

is somewhat supported by an experiment in which we heated a care-

fully measured tungsten pellet above a chamber in which nickel

was placed. No sintering (_0.3 percent) was observed after 30

minutes of heating with a continuous bombardment of more than a

monolayer per second; alsoj the surface remained open. (Later_

when molten nickel-moly alloy ran into the porous tungstenj

sintering was measurable.)

In further tests_ when nickel was sputtered onto an operating

ion emitter at a rate of about 1/2 monolayer per second for periods

as long as 2 hours with the temperature (1400°K) selected to

produce more than a monolayerj no effect on neutrals_ critical

temperaturej or transmittivity was detected. On the basis of

these evidencesj we see no objection to the use of nickel in the

accelerator.

Iron

Lifetime data for iron are presented in Figure 17. Iron

resembled nickel in all qualitative aspects, having no effect on

an ion-emitting pellet. These findings suggest the use of iron

accelerator structures despite the long-standing worry about

sintering. The fact that E.O.S. at one time used 2-atomic-per-

cent iron in their infiltrant supports the evidence that sintering

does not occur with small amounts of iron -- especially if in-

cident only from the surface.

Titanium

Titanium has a very long lifetime, especially at low

coverages 3 and its measurement was very difficult. Approximate

lifetimes are presented in Figure 18. Whereas the lifetime

data obtained for most other materials (iron, chromiumj nickelj

and beryllium) are considered to be within about 20 percent for

low coverages, the data for titanium might well be off by half

a decade.
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When titanium was sputtered onto an operating ion emitter,

it was found to be a bad poison. High titanium coverages in-

creased the neutrals to over 50 percent, and high-temperature

operation diluted the titanium, probably allowing it to surface-

migrate into the interior of the porous tungsten. Cleaning by

sputtering would temporarily reduce the surface concentration of

neutrals, but then more would diffuse to the surface. For example:

after about I00 monolayers were placed on the surface, heating

for about 20 minutes at 1600°K would reduce the neutrals to about

5 percent, sputtering would further reduce this to i/2 percent,

but upon further operation, the neutrals would again increase to

a few percent.

Small amounts of titanium increase the neutrals but the

critical temperature is slightly reduced. Interactions with

oxygen were not studied. This was an oversight, and in light

of the interesting oxygen effect that was observed on a

zirconium poisoned surface, the investigation might have

proved of interest.

Zirconium

Zirconium sputtered .onto an operating ion emitter poisons

it severely, reducing the ion current to about 25 percent and

increasing the neutrals to 75 percent. After an hour of heating

at 1600°K neutrals still measure over 50 percent and sputtering

cleaning only temporarily helps. Remnant oxygen increases the

work function and lowers the neutrals to a fraction of a percent;

then when carbon removes the oxygen, the poisoning effects of

zirconium are once more observed.
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Difficulties were encountered in an experiment to measure

the lifetime of zirconium on tungsten because of the nearly

infinite lifetime of the material at low coverages and tempera-

tures below 2000°K. Evidence of surface-migration, interaction

with oxygen, and severe thermal emissivity change seems to

indicate a characteristic of zirconium beyond its poisoning

effect.

Summary of Lifetimes Expressed as Heats of Evaporation

Table II lists T ° and Eev in volts when the lifetime at low

coverages is expressed at _ = T ° exp (Eev e/kT_ s (Eq. 3).

TABLE II

Lifetimes on Clean Tungsten

Material

Copper

Chromium

Beryllium

Nickel

Iron

Titanium

Zirconium

(sec)
o

i i

4.7 x I0 -14

5 x 10 -15

2 x 10 -15

5.6 x 10 -15

1,4 x 10 -17

E (volts)
ev

3.365

4.4

3.965

4.22

4.95

_ 50 sec. at 2000°K

est,>+lO 6 sec. at 2000°E

• at 1500°K
(sec)

0.01

4

0.04

1

0.7

105

4O



PROGRAM TO TEST POROUS TUNGSTEN PELLETS

INTRCDUCTION

Space Technology Laboratories was asked to test a maximum

of 24 porous tungsten pellets that would be supplied throughout

the year by Lewis Laboratories. These pellets were to have

their cesium neutral fractions measured as a function of current

density up to 25 ma/cmZj and as a function of temperature at 1,

10, --d 20 ma/cm 2. These measurements were to be made both from

clean tungsten in a high vacuum and from oxygenated tungsten in

5 x 10 -6 torr of oxygen. We had previously demonstrated that by

using a hydrocarbon-free high vacuum and cleaning by sputtering 3

the clean surface condition could be achieved.

The results of testing a sample of porous tungsten may vary

with the testing procedure and the equipment used. If the vacuum

is poor the surface will be either oxygenated, resulting in

continual tungsten removal, or carbided, causing the continual

addition of carbon. If foreign materials are allowed to reach

the sample surface, the test might be conducted on a completely

altered surface. If high temperature and sputtering are not used,

the results are likely not to represent tests on clean tungsten.

If scattering apertures are in front of the emitter, the measured

neutrals might not represent the actual neutral fraction emitted

from the surface. In addition to the procedures and equipment

used in testing, certainly the method used to prepare the surface

of the sample is extremely important to test results, as any

etching will open the surface pores and alter their geometry,

and some types of etch will expose high-work-function crystal

faces. The experimental apparatus and the procedures used in

testing the sample pellets are described fully in the following

pages.
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DESCRIPTION GF APPARATUS

Vacuum

The experiment to test porous tungsten pellets was conducted

in a pyrex bell jar sealed with a Viton A "L" gasket to a stain-

less steel baseplate that was mounted with bakable metal gaskets

to a Welch Turbomolecular Pump. This pump has no diffusion pump

oil or "head gate"; it consists of cascaded turbine blades

rotating at 16,000 rpmj through which heavy organic molecules

have no chance of diffusing. An oil backing pump is usedj and

the bearings are oil-lubricated. To break the vacuum systemj

air is let in and then the turbine is stopped. Oil vapors are

barred from getting into the experimental region by the long path

of air through which they must diffuse. This pump has a pumping

speed of 140 liters/sec and an advertised ultimate vacuum of

better than 1 x 10 -10 torr. It has worked very satisfactorilyj

and a mass spectrometer has shown it to be free of hydrocarbon

vapors (except when the turbine pump has failed and the fore-

pressure invaded the ball jar).

A large area of copper at liquid nitrogen temperature

surrounds the experiment and eliminates water vapor, which is

the dominant gas load of the systemj and comes from the bell

jar and from cesium compounds that are difficult to remove

from previous operation.

Pellet Size

The pellet configuration chosen for all our testing is a

flat cylinder 0.156 tl (5/32 inch) in diameter and 0.020 inch

thick. This size was originally chosen so that the pellets

would fit on the end of 3/16 inch molybdenum tubing that we

had been using in our feed system and had on hand. This size

proved just about small enough to achieve the desired current

densities with non gridded_ single-aperture guns without using

voltages that are excessively difficult to work with because

of breakdown and X-rays and yet not so small that braze pene-
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tration and geometrical variations due to thermal expansion

would present a problem. The small size does not restrict

availability or necessitate excessive machining. We call the

effective area of this pellet 0.10 cm 2, partly to facilitate

our conversion to current density and partly because 0.10 cm 2

is equal to the effective area of 0.141 inch of diameter, just

15 mils less than the actual diameter, which compensates

for a small braze penetration and the shoulder on which the pellet

sits.

"_"-Field Accelerator

An accelerator to the side and slightly behind the pellet

mount has been used in this testing program. This arrangement

has quite a few attractive features: no cesium is incident on

the accelerator_ no material from the accelerator can strike the

porous tungsten pellet under test; no scattering structure exists

to alter the interpretation of measured neutral fraction; and a

hot ionizing surface can be placed above and close to the emitter

to clean it by sputtering with cesium ions.

A computer program was run to prove out the intuitive design

and to determine the trajectories and perveance. The computer

results are shown in Figure 19 for a fully space-charge-limited

beam. Note first that the emitter surface is surrounded by a

lip to focus the ions inward against space-charge repulsive

forces and to make the electric field and current density uniform

across the emitter surface. The uniformity of current density

can be judged by the constant distance from the emitter of the

+3000 volt equipotential (-300 volts with respect to the emitter).

Braze material occupies the region of field reduction near the

edges. The example shown here has +3300 volts on the emitter

and -6700 volts on the accelerator for a total acceleration

voltage of 10 kv but exits the ions through a 1/2 inch aperture

1/4 inch above the emitter at zero volts (off the figure but
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part of the computer problem). The computer predicted a current

density of about 17 ma/cm 2. This figure can be confirmed by

applying the planar space-charge law to the observed 300 volt

equipotential at about 0.038 cm:

j = 4.6 x 10 -9 (300) 3/2

(0.038) Z
= 18.5 2

In practice we operate the accelerator plate closer to top

of the rim and so realize a higher perveance. Also, we use an

accel-decel ratio nearer 2:1 that is, +5000 and -5000 volts --

and get less divergence and slightly higher perveance.

Feedtube and Plenum

Original plans were to braze the pellets into a holder that

could be replaced simply, without brazing, by setting it on a

fixed heater and feed system. Leakage was to be handled by

properly designed differential pumping. The design was troubled

by excessive leakage and had no chance of success when cesium

pressures high enough to lift off the emitter holder were

considered. The design settled upon utilizes a small molybdenum

plenum assembly, used so that heat shielding would be unnecessary,

joined to a 1/16 inch diameter molybdenum tube. (Designed to

minimize heat loss, generate some heat, and, originally, fit a

Swaglok-type fitting).

Braze

In a one-step operation, the emitter is rhodium-brazed into

the plenum chamber and the plenum chamber is brazed onto the

tube. Pure rhodium powder is mixed with turpentine to form a

paste, which is placed in a groove around the .emitter and at the

joint between the plenum chamber and the tube. A minimum of the
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paste is used in the latter joint because it gets hotter during

the braze and the moly-rhodium alloying might seriously weaken

the thin tube. The brazing is carried out by carefully observing

the braze material while electron-bombarding it with about 50 ma

of 2000-volt electrons from slightly below the plane of the

emtter. At the first sign of rhodium melting (2240°K)j the

temperature is dropped. The braze is usually successful (see

Figure 20j which is a photomicrograph of the cross section of a

braze).

At times we get a trace of braze material on the top,

although the burnishing from machining helps prevent this.

During one test (No. 10) a loose-fitting pellet whose surface

was eroded and porous had its lower side almost completely sealed.

The probability of success is improved by having a close fits

burnishing the sides of the pellet, and keeping the porous tung-

sten colder (by radiation) than the molybdenum prior to the

instant o_ braze. It is felt that the rhodium powder sinters

together and withdraws from the porous tungsten, making creepage

on top less likely. Penetration of the braze material into the

porous tungsten is very slight.

Heater and Thermocouples

After brazing the permeability is checked and the surface

is etched. (Both of these processes are described in later

sections.) The next assembly process is to install the filament

and thermocouple. This operation is performed with a spotwelder.

A 0.001-inch-wall tantalum tube (with a spotwelded seam),

0.200-inch OD and about 1/2-inch long is spotwelded to the out-

side of the plenum tube below the rim. The other end is then

spotwelded to a nickel bushing, which is kept from touching

the feed tube by a cera_c tube. Next, O.003-inch thermocouple

wires (6 and 26 percent rhenium-tungsten) are sandwiched between

a small bend in a 0.001-inch niobium tab and spotwelded to the

side of the plenum chamber so that they protrude under the

accelerator electrode.
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Figure 20. Photomicrograph of braze of porous tungsten 
to plenum chamber. Large grain material is 
molybdenum plenum chamber, dark area is void. 
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Mountin_ Filament Current Leadsa _ and Differential Pumping

Figure 21 is a schematic sketch of the assembly of the experi-

ment and can be referred to during the following discussion.

The 2-inch long, 1/16-inch diameter molybdenum feed tube slides

for about 1 inch into the thick-wall molybdenum tube and is

secured with a set screw. Leakage is handled by cascade differen-

tial pumping of the cesium to an area where it is completely

trapped. Also, as a further insurance against leakage, a small

drop of aqueous solution of CsC1 is placed in the tight-fitting

joint. The nickel bushing to which the filament is spotwelded

is held by stainless steel screws in a stainless steel clamp

which is kept cool to minimize diffusion welding and galling of

the screws by the copper strips leading from it. (Many laminated

strips are used for flexibility.) The copper strips are joined

to a block that is cooled across thin teflon to the water-cooled

base. The current-carrying capacity of the heremetic seal is

increased by having heat generated in itself, and heat conducted

down the filament lead, go into the base and not develop a huge

temperature drop across the seal.

Cesium Oven and Seal to the Baseplate

The heavy molybdenum rod into which the 1/16-inch OD molyb-

denum feedtube is set-screwed was chosen for its high thermal

conductivity and low thermal expansion. This tube is brazed to

a stainless steel fitting that seals onto a flared 1/2-inch OD

copper tubing about 4-inches long that forms the oven. The OFHC

copper tube is sealed atits bottom end by pinching and melting

the copper and is wrapped with nichrome wire coated with glass

thread, which forms the heater for the oven. A glass_ ....

ampoule of cesium is placed in the oven, and the flare seal is

then tightened with two large wrenches. After the chamber is

evacuated, the glass ampoule is broken by squeezing the copper,

a thermometer is attached, and the whole oven is wrapped with

glass wool for thermal insulation.
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This oven and seal assembly has successfully withstood

temperatures over 400 ° C at which level sufficient cesium

pressure to achieve 25 ma/c 2 ion current density is usually

obtained unless pellet permeability is very low.

The whole emitter assembly is sealed with teflon between

two stainless steel knife-edges and projects through the bottom

of the baseplate. The teflon makes a good vacuum seal and

provides adequate voltage insulation. On a copper jacket

surrounding the er_tter and filament are mounted the insulators

that support the accelerator. The copper s which is attached

to the water cooled base, shields and cools the insulators, and

their mounts and evaporation shields. These insulators are

standard 1/2-inch steatite standoff insulators with 6-32 threads

but with grooves machined on their outside surfaces to inhibit

sliding sparks.

Accelerator

The original plan was to use an accelerator that could be

heated to remove surface products that cause electron drain

currents. It was found, however, that a simpler nonheated

accelerator worked reasonably well. As a result we used the

following design. Into a molybdenum strip about 0.040 inch

thick and 1-inch wide is drilled a 0.250-inch diameter hole,

the edges of which are rounded and electropolished° This stiff

strip has sharply bent ends that clip onto leaf springs that

were originally designed to support a ribbon that could be

heated by passing current through it.

Some drain problems have been encountered after sputtering

because cesium is deflected onto the accelerator and the low-

work-function cesium compounds field-emit electrons.
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The ions are exited through an aperture in a liquid-nitrogen-

cooled copper plate toward a collector biased with +10 to +20

volts to recollect secondary electrons. No attempt is made to

neutralize the beam, and it is suspected that there are trapped

electrons in the ion beam.

The base of the emitter assembly (which carries voltages

up to 10,000 volts) is cooled by the same water used for cooling

the bearings of the turbomolecular pump but is electrically

isolated by two glass drip columns.

Neutral Detector

Neutral cesium is detected at an angle of 30 degrees off

the axis by a liquid-nitrogen-cooled, shuttered sensor. A hot

tantalum ribbon is used to surface-ionize incoming neutral

cesium and emit the resulting positive ions to surrounding

negative electrodes. Positive ion current from the filament is

monitored by a Hewlett Packard 425A Micro-Micro Ammeter.

The neutral detector is calibrated by correlating ion

decreases with neutral increases. To determine the neutral

fraction emitted off the surface by this method of detection

and calibration, the assumption has to be made that the angular

distribution is the same _resumably a cosine distribution) for

both low and high neutral evaporation. This assumption might

well be in error if the ions come from deep within the pores.

The neutrals from these deep sites could only get to the neutral

detector by scattering off outer rims of the pores that are free

of cesium and they therefore would have a high probability of

being converted into ions. Neutrals that can escape without

this conversion to ions are emitted in a normal direction,

hence it is very possible that the density of neutrals at normal

incidence is significantly higher than at 30 degrees; however,

the integral of this normal peak is still a small part of the

whole neutral emission.
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In defense of our measurements, it must be said that the

correlation of ion change with neutral change is very good all

the way from 5 to 100 percent neutral fraction. Also varying

the electric field over a wide range which would be expected

to change the distribution as the field reaches different dis-

tances into the pores, causes no change in the measured neutrals.

Photographs of the experiment to test porous tungsten pellets

can be seen in Figures 22, 23, and 24.

In Figure 22 the copper container for liquid nitrogen,

which is attached to both the lower plane containing the aper-

ture and sensor and the upper insulated collector, is prominent.

The shield, behind which is the nude ionization gage, is seen

behind the lower plane. The ribbon that can be swung over the

ionizer for sputtering cleansing can also be clearly seen. In

Figures 23 and 24, the location of the emitter and accelerator

can be seen in relationship to the baseplate, copper mounting

shield, and the grounded aperture plane through which the ions

pass.

Surface Sinterin_ and Etching

During the course of the testing poor test results were

obtained on several occasions because surface sintering closed

the majority of the pores. Good results were obtained after

such surfaces were taken out of the system and chemically etched.

Dramatic examples of this effect are the two tests made of E.O.S.

E4 material and of material overheated to try to rid it of

chromium. This latter case is chronicled in the monthly report

included as Appendix I.

When it was confirmed that better results were obtained

with etched surfaces we routinely etched the surface of all the

later emitters before test. The benefits resulting from this

process are many:
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Figure 22. Photograph of experiment to  test porous tungsten 
p e l l e t s .  
nitrogen container.  

Large structure to left is liquid 
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(1) Surface sintering due to cold-working of the surface

during machining is removed. (Burnishing of the

surface during brazing is desired to retard creepage

of braze material.)

(2) High-work-function facets of the tungsten crystals

comprising each grain are probably exposed.

(3) Contaminants from the vacuum deposited on the surface

during brazing and other handling are removed.

Anodic electroetching in sodium hydroxide has been used on the

front surface. It is hoped that the electroetch does not make

big holes preferentially bigger, as a more passive etch might.

Such an etch is used on the rear by filling the plenum chamber

with a mixture of sodium hydroxide and purex and immersing it

in boiling distilled water for 2 minutes. The porous tungsten

is then force-flushed with distilled water until the flush water

no longer shows any basic reaction.

Permeability _easurements

The transmittivity of the pellet brazed into its plenum

chamber and feedtube is measured before and after testing. This

measurement is made by pumping 30 cc of air through the pellet

to vacuum and measuring the time required for it to fall from

11 to 9 cm of octoil pressure. This low pressure is to assure

Knudsen flow. The time constant of the plug is five times the

measured time 3 tm, and the time for 1 cm 2 (instead of 0.1 cm 2)

would be one half the measured time. Since the leak rate of

a hole of 1 cm 2 to vacuum is 11,600 cc/sec, the transmittivity

is [30/(l/2 tin)] In,600.
To give a value that is meaningful for the material and

independent of the particular thickness we use (approximately

1/20 cm), we state a transmittivity thickness product which is
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1/20 x 30/(1/2 tin) j/113600 _ or 2.6 x 10-4/tin cm. The measured
1

t_ime is often around 50 seconds 3 giving a transmlttivity thick-

ness product of about 5 x 10 -6 cm. Although it is felt that

this dimensionless quality 3 which is applicable for any mole-

cular weight and any temperature 3 is more meaningful than per-

meability_ we will also give the conversion factor:

K -- _"|grams/cm_/sec/(torr/cm)[ = m • (106/760)(2¢mkT_ 1/2 x (trans-

mlttivltyL- Jthickness product); this factor is 1/8 x 10-2j so

our average 50-second material has a permeability to air flow

- -I -1_. -Iin the Knudsen regime of about 10 -7 grams cm -sec _orr .

Precautions Against Contaminants

The use of copper for the collector assures us that no

contaminants are sputtered onto the pellet surface 3 and the

use of the "_"-field geometry assures us that no foreign

materials, such as tantalum oxide or molybdenum oxide_ are

evaporated onto the surface during oxygen exposure. The

feed system has proven not to be a source of contaminants.

Other possible sources of contamination are molybdenum used

in the hot portions of the system and the stainless steel

and glass ampoule used in the cooler portions.

Method of Taking Data

When a pellet first produces ions the test outputs fluctuate

rapidly° Usually about an houris operation at 5 ma/cm 2 at about

1700°K will stabilize the surface to a slightly oxygenated

condition with low neutrals and high critical temperature. If

the pellet is not oxygenated at this times it is exposed to

5 x 10 -6 torr of oxygen to remove carbon by conversion to carbon

monoxide. Howeverj enough oxygen is left from etching so usually

this step is unnecessary.
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Sputtering is initiated at high temperature (1850°K) until

a stable condition is obtained and continues after sputtering is

stopped through temperature cycles between 1850°K and critical

temperature. This surface is the reproducible "clean" surface

representative of the sample. The neutrals are higher and the

critics/ temperatures lower than they were before sputtering.

After cleaning, data are taken at current densities from

1 ma/cm 2 to 25 ma/cm 2 at 1600°K, with pauses at 5 ma/cm 2, 10

ma/c_, and 20 ma/cm _ to sputter and take neutral fraction

versus temperature curves, Oxygen at 5 x 10 -6 torr is then

admitted and the current density is decreased, with pauses at

20 ma/cm 2, 10 ma/cm 2, and 5 ma/cm 2 to take neutral fraction

versus temperature curves, All too often the degree of oxy-

genation depends on the length of oxygen exposure and the past

temperature history of the sample, as carbon impurlty in

diffusing from the bulk can rid the surface of oxygen as fast

as it arrlveso

Results

The lndexed data sheets for all the pellets tested axe

contained in Appendlx II. If explanation of any points alluded

to on these sheets ls desired, further detail can be found in

the monthly reports originally containing these sheets whlch

are referenced at the beginning of the Appendix. Test sheets

on each pellet tested are found in Appendix III. The conclusions

that appear on the bottom of each of these sheets are included

in thls section as a summary, whlch follows the following general

remarks.

A very marked advance in the quality of porous tungsten

pellets for high 1on current density has been made° The higher

uniform pore-count that results from the use of fine-graded

spherical powder does indeed product superior high-current-

denslty operation° The more pores per area, the hlgher ls

the ion-current denslty showing the neutral fractlon and
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critical temperature of solid tungsten. The best material

tested shows almost no variation (at well above the critical

temperature) of neutrals from 1 to 5 ma/cm 2. The mark of a

superior material is how little it deviates from solid

tungsten at current densities above this level.

Some materials have an inherently poor pore count or suffer

surface-sintering. Others simply are not tungsten. The tantalum-

containing pellets generally have the characteristics of partial

oxygenation and have higher critical temperatures.

Most of the data sheets include neutral fraction versus

temperature curves at 5 ma/cm 2. It was found that this was an

informative curve because it often was in the transition region

where the characteristics were first deviating from that of

solid tungsten. A1so_ it is a convenient current density with

which to run comparative curves and do extended sputtering,

since it is high enough that backgrouhd impregnation effects

are not significant and yet not so high that severe high-voltage

and drain-current problems are encountered. Generally the low-

current-density data with oxygen present is emitted because the

neutrals were below our limit of detection.

Some materials have a poor surface pore count because of

the size distribution of the tungsten powder used in their

manufacture. However, even the best material can show poor

results due to surface closure. Surface preparation is extremely

important in avoiding this difficulty. Also, it is important

to understand the reasons for surface sintering. It seems pro-

bable that cold work from previous machining can leave the

surface so disarranged that rapid surface sintering occurs, and it

also seems evident that oxygen from the vacuum system can keep

the surface open, but at the expense of volatizing WO3. The
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role of WO3 as it diffuses from the interior to the surface

is not known. Certainly if carbon from the vacuum system

concentrates near the surface_ the tungsten is deposited at

the surface and CO is evolved. More work is needed on the

subject of surface sintering.

Test No. 20 was made on high pore-count material that was

carbided by cracking C2_ and operating to high current densities.

The material used was Hughes G2A. The resultsj which are pre-

sented in the data sheets in Appendix II_ showed lower neutrals

and critical temperatures for the carbided surface at all current

densities. Special attention was directed to continuous operation

in hydrocarbon vapor, If oxygen or water vapor exceeded the

hydrocarbon vapor no effect was noticed (eventually the tungsten

would be decarbonized)_ and CH 4 seemed to have no effect. Now--6
ever_ a vapor pressure as low as 1 x 10 torr (nitrogen

equivalent) of C2H 2 would raise the neutrals and critical

temperature when the pellet was operated at a low temperature

(e.g._ close to critical temperature at low current densities),

The higher the temperature 3 the greater was the tolerance for

high vapor pressures. The desired carbide surface could be

maintained in a C2_ pressure of 3 x 10 -6 torr at 1450°K

but would deteriorate at 1410°Kj presumably because pure

carbon formed on the surface faster than it could surface-

_grate away or diffuse through the carbide to the base

tungsten, Operation at 1450°K would restore the desired

condition. At this temperature 4 x 10 -6 torr was required to

alter the surface adversely. Again raising the temperature

and lowering the pressure would cause the good surface to

reappear.
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When this surface was examined with X-raysj WC was identified.

We had earlier been ascribing this good ion-emission characteris-

tic to W2C 3 but neither W2C or tungsten could be detected, t If

the cracking probability is markedly below one s the outer layers

of the porous tungsten are permeated with hydrocarbon gas and

the surface grains are carbided from the sides and back also.

Cracking of carbon beyond the times when these grains are com-

pletely converted to WC would undoubtedly produce a poor ionizing

surface.

Summary of Test Results

Test No. 1 - E.O.S. E6

Neutral fraction low 1-5 ma/cm 2 - increases rapidly above.

Critical temperature high-increases rapidly above 10 ma/cm 2.

Would probably been better results if sputtering and etching

were used.

Test No. 2 - EoO.S. E-TA
ii i

Neutral fraction high and increasing with current density.

Critical temperature high, Would probably have benefited from

sputtering and etching, Surface crack terminated test.

Test No. 3 - EoO.S. E3

Brazed by E.O.S. Neutrals high. Probable contaminant or

surface closure.

Test No. 4 - E.O.S. E4

Poor results due to surface sintering.

Test No. 5 - Phillip Uod E

Valid test on clean tungsten (by sputtering) but high

neutrals because of poor pore count.

Test No. 6 - E°O.S. E3

Repeat test with etching and sputtering. Excellent results.
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Test No. 7- E.O.S. FA
, |

Superior high-current-density performance (about 1/2 percent

neutrals at 1450°K for 20 ma/cm 2) °

Test No. 8 - astromet 10-1

Performance improved after re-etching. However, results

are very poor because of low, nonuniform pore count.

Test N O . 9,- E.O.S. "1,.1_" (G1)

Shows steady increase of neutrals with current density°

Good critical temperature. (2 percent neutrals at 1430°K for

20 ma/cm2.)

Test No° 10 - Astromet 12-1

Low permeability because of braze penetraticm on reverse

side. Test poor, but possibly invalid.

Tes t No. 11,- E.O.S. "I--IOIL"(,G1 )

After elox machining. Crltlcal temperatures at hlgh current

density higher and more sloppy after elox°

Test No. 12 - E°O.S. E-4 - i0 Ta

Knees more rounded at low current density. Good hlgh

current density performance (_ 2 percent neutrals at 1420°K

20 ma/cm2).

Test No. 13 - Hughes (G2a)

Neutrals low and lndicate hlgh pore count.

ture unaccountably hlgh.

Crltlcal tempera-

Test No. 14 - E°O.S. Bar No. 5 (G3)

Neutrals and crltlcal temperature continuously lncrease

with current densities° Knees sharp and solid tungsten appearing.

(About 2 percent neutrals at 1430°K for 20 ma/cm2°)
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Test No. 15 - E.O,S. 2% Ta

Critical temperature high - rounded knees. Work function

high at low current density probably because of oxygen associated

with tantalum. (2 percent neutrals at 1600°K at 20 ma/cm2,)

Test No. 16 - E.O.S, 5% Ta
i

Critical temperatures and neutrals high (7 percent neutrals

at 1600°K at 20 ma/c_ 2) .

Test No. 17 - E.O.S. 10% Ta

Same general characteristics of Ta series (15 - 17) -

rounded drooping knees - oxygenated - high critical temperatures.

(1-1/2 percent neutrals at 1600°K for 20 ma/cm2,)

Test No. 18 - E.O.S. Bar 2 (G4)

Good high current density performance (1 percent neutrals

at 1430°K at 20

Test No. 19 - E,O,S. Bar 2 (64)
i ,ill i i ill it ,J J,,Ni

After elox machining 3 surface carbided upon initial opera-

tion. (Low criticals and low neutrals.) After oxygen and

sputtering results nearly identical with test Number 18.

Test No. 20 - Hughes G2a (Carbided-WC)

Generally lower critical temperature and neutrals (1/2 per-

cent neutrals at 1430°K at 20 ma/cm 2) .

Test No. 21 - Astromet 10-1 (Improved)

Excellent results below 10 ma/cm 2 (3 percent neutrals at

1420°K at 20 ma/cm z) .

Test No. 22 - Hughes G2B

Results very good up to 5 ma/cm 2. Couldn't exceed because

of very low permeability.

Test No. 23 - STL (G5B)

Results very good up to 10 ma/cm 2 neutral fraction and

critical temperature low. Effect of pore density abruptly seen

at higher current densities.
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PROGRAM OF ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIHENTAL STUDY

OF POROUS METAL IONIZERS

TECHNICAL STATUS

DuriSg this reporting period the effect of chromium on hot

tungsten hasbeen extensively studied. The evaporative llfetlme

of chromium on polycrystalllne tungsten has been found to be very

dependent on coverage with about a two decade decrease in llfetime

from clean tungsten to bulk chromium. When chromium is deposited

on an operating cesium ion source, a situation similar to the

results with beryllium occurs -- with traces of oxygen present

the neutrals are low, but the critical temperature is very high

while under a continuous supply of oxygen the critical tempera-

ture is greatly reduced. While trying to remove the chromium,

a very difficult job, we caused surface sintering by high tempera-

ture heating. This surface slntering which severely degraded

the high ion current density performance of the porous tungsten,

was completely removed by surface electrolytic etching. A sample

of porous tungsten designated "Block 5" manufactured by E.O.S.

and to be tested in the large STL engine was also tested during

this period.

Chromium Lifetime

|n the last monthly progress report tentative data on the

_Ifetlme of chromium on polycrystalline tungsten were given.

It was recognized that the lifetimes presented were not for a

constant coverage _at varied from zero coverage at high tempera-

ture to about a monolayer at low temperature. This month the

lifetimes at low coverage are presented along with the llfetimes

for a monolayer coverage and from bulk chromium. These data are

shown in Fig. 1. The low coverage data were extended to lower

temperatures by increasing the spectrometer sensitivity and de-

creasing the arrival rates of chromium but still using the

observations of accumulative and depopulation times as outllned

in the last report. The data at very low temperatures and long
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lifetimes were determined at very low arrival rates by timing

the accumulated coverage as observed by flashing it off.

One monolayer was recognized by the abrupt decrease in life-

time as the coverage progressed beyond this value. Evaporation

from bulk chromium had a fixed value for a given temperature in-

dependent of arrival rate and persisted at the same level after

the arrival rate was stopped. Data for a single monolayer and

for bulk chromium were only taken at the lower temperatures be-

cause higher arrival rates necessary to extend the data would

deplete the oven inconveniently rapidly. The dotted lines extend

the observed points to higher temperatures with the anticipated

slopes. The positions of e ffi 0.8 and e ffi 1.1 are schematically

indicated to show the greater change in lifetime per incremental

change in coverage above e = 1 than below. The surface coverage

corresponding to what is here called a monolayer were computed

from Honig's (RCA Rev. 18 195-204 June 1957) vapor pressure data.

The particle current from Honig, F ffi P/_ 2z_akT was compared to

our observed F - Uo/7 . The monolayer coverage, a o then is

found to equal about 1 x 1015 particles per square centimeter.

This value is about what one would expect. The site density on

the cubic face of tungsten is 1 x 1015/cm 2.

Effect of Chromium on Tungsten Ion Emitting Properties

Chromium was introduced into a porous tungsten pellet both

by painting a solutlon of chromium trioxide onto the porous

surface and later by sputtering chromium onto the surface of a

prevlously tested clean tungsten pellet. The test results of

this pellet are shown in Figures 2 and 3. This materlal manu-

factured by E.O.S. from graded spherlcal tungsten is designated

here as "Block No. 5" and was supplied by NASA Lewis for use in

a large STL engine. The results are typical of clean, high pore

count porous tungsten manufactured from graded spherical powder.

The reasonable neutral fraction of three percent at 25 ma/cm 2

and its not too rapid increase with current density speaks well
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for the material. The critical temperature at 21 ma/cm 2 is

1450 ° K which is only about 120 ° higher than Taylor and Lang-

muir predict for solid tungsten. Some of the pellets tested

in this program have had critical temperatures about 200 ° K

higher than solid while some have been only about 70 ° K higher.

This material had before and after test, a knudsen gas trans-

mittlvtty th£ckness product of 3 x 10 -6 am.

The many curves of the remaining figures of the report

tell the story of chromium on tungsten. They show the original

high oxygenation with the very low neutrals and high critical

temperature. They show the difficulty of removing the oxygen

by prolonged heating and sputtering and how even when the neutrals

increase by a hundred, the critical temperature remains high.

They show the 150 ° K reduction in critical temperature by opera-

ting in oxygen. The severe degradation in high current density

Ion emitting properties due to surface sintering is chronicled

with the subsequent restoration by surface sintering. Then as

excess chromium is alternately sputtered on, oxygen added and

then sputtered off, the effect of minute amounts of chromium on

critical temperature is emphasized. At about 5 ma/cm 2, the

Taylor Langmuir critical temperature is 1270 ° K; the clean porous

tungsten critical _emperature is 1300 ° K; the chromium impregnated

porous tungsten operated in oxygen has a critical temperature of

1330 ° K; the chromium impregnated porous tungsten sputtered clean

of most of the oxygen has a critical temperature of 1390 ° K; the

chromium impregnated porous tungsten with difficult to remove

amount of oxygen has a critical temperature of about 1490 ° K

while just after oxygen exposure with ample chromium, the critical

temperature may be as high as 1550 ° K.

In Figure 4, the story begins with Curve l. The critical

temperature Is high and neutrals very low, indicating a high

degree of oxygenation. Curve 2 and curve 3 shows this highly

oxygenated surface operating at higher current densities. Curve
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4 shows an attempt at removing the oxygen by sputtering.

Much oxygen is removed resulting in an increase of neutrals

by a factor of one hundred, but the critical temperature is

still the same -- very high. Curve 5 and 6 shows the depressed

critical temperature while operating in oxygen followed by the

raising of critical temperature immediately following exposure

to oxygen. Curve 7 shows the same oxygenated surface after over

night operation and sputtering; the neutrals are still low and

the critical temperature is still high. Prolonged high tempera-

ture was employed to hopefully remove the chromium. Instead

as shown in curve 8, poor high ion current density operation

reminescent of surface pore stoppage results. The curves in

Figure 5 show this condition worsening upon further heating,

shows the effect at different densities , and shows that oxygen

fails to affect its usual improvement.

Figure 6 shqws the results after electrolytic etching was

used to remove surface sintering. Also prolonged sputtering

was employed to clean the surface. Small traces of chromium and

oxygen seem to remain to lower the neutrals and raise the critical

temperature. Evidence that chromium remains is that operation in

oxygen lowers the critical temperature and sputtering more

chromium on%o this surface does not affect the surface.

These points and the differing critical temperature of this

surface are illustrated in Figure 7. Curves i, 2, and 3 show no

effect when chromium is sputtered onto the surface previously

cleaned by sputtering. Curve 4 shows the now familiar (with

Be and Cr) lowering of critical temperature when operating in

an oxygen pressure. Curve 5 also shows the familiar increase

in critical temperature following operation in excess oxygen.

Figure 8 shows in a set of neutral fractures versus ion

current density curves the history of this pellet. Note the

characteristic "plugged pore" surface with its high neutrals

and steep dependence on. increasing current density. A comparison

of curves 4 and 9 illustrate the complete restoration after

etching.
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Statement Complying With Reporting of New Technology Clause:

It has been noted that porous tungsten impregnated with

BeO or CrO binds cesium very tightly and therefore in a cesium

atmosphere makes a very good electron emitter. Such an improved

emitter might have _vplication in thermionic convertersj cathodes

in cesium_ardment engines, ion engine neutralizers and

elsewhere.

Project Hours for October 1964

A graph showing a comparison of actual versus planned

expenditures is attached. The names and hours worked by scientific

personnel are as follows:

A. Cho 160 hours

H. Shelton

Project Total Hours for October

Project Hours to 10-25

Percentage of Total Ranhours

144 hours

304 hours

391.0 hours

3,361.5 hours

51.3%
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Figure 3. Cesium neutral fraction versus temperature
of porous tungsten designated "Block No. 5".
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Figure 6. Cesium neutral fraction versus temperature of
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CONCLUSIONS: Neutral fraction low 1-5 ma/cm 2 - increases rapidly

above. _ritical temperature high - increases rapidly above

10 ma/cm _. Would probably been better results if sputtering
and etching were used.

TEST MADE BY: Shelton/Cho REPORT PREPARED BY: H. Shelton
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CONCLUSIONS: Neutral fraction high and increasing with current

density. Critical temperature high. l_ould probably have bene-
fited from sputterin_ and etching. Surface crack terminated
test.

TEST MADE BY: Shelton/Cho REPORT PREPARED BY: H. Shelton
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IOHIZ_I PELLET EVALUATION REPORT
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CONCLUSIONS: Brazed by E.O.S. - Neutrals high.
contaminant or surface closure.

Probable

TEST MADE BY: Shelton/Cho REPORT PREPARED BY: H. Shelton
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I0_I_ PELLET EVALUATION REPORT
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CONCLUSIONS: Poor results due to surface sintering

TEST MADE BY: Shelton/Cho REPORT PREPARED BY: H. Shelton
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CON(_USIONS: Valid test on clean tungsten (by sputtering)

high neutrals because of poor pore count.

but

TEST MADE BY: Shelton/Cho REPORT PREPARED BY: H. Shelton
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CONCLUSIONS: Repeat test with etching and sputtering.
Excellent results.

TEST MADE BY: Shelton/Cho REPORT PREPARED BY: H. Shelton
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CONCLUSIONS: Superior highocurrent densit_ performance.
About 1/2% neutrals at 1450 K for 20 ma/cm _.

TEST MADE BY: Shelton/Cho REPORT PREPARED BY:
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COLTCLUSIOHS: Performance iI_lproved after re-etching. However,
results are very poor because of low, non-uniform pore count.
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i m !

I I ^ I I It I I I !iJ I i

I100 .01 .oe_l'.l ._ .a .s .1' 1 I S S

Minimum Neutral Fmctlen, %

CONCLUSIONS: Show steady increase of neutrals with curreRt
density, Go_d critical temperature. 2% neutrals at 1430"K
for 20 ma/cm _.
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m_z _r_ I _ - !

AVERAOEPARTICLE SIZE
i

P£RTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
MICRON DIJMET_ PIhIEMT

>7'5
T.5 - 5.0
S.o - 3.3

1,5 - 1.0
< 1.O

_ (_vs) 0._
i

_ON CCBYICIEST Very /o,_, mr

mmsm= Zo(._} , TaR
_TJ_) TRUE II]_,S:YrZ

I !

_.a via o< C=.

' I ! I I I I I ! I ltl l.

/-
f

IOMIZ_ PELLET EVALUATION

t_RES PEa C_

=,=
[J

3

/ /! i = J a I ,_. = I i |, t a
I100 1200 ii 1400 1500 ,0i

ionizer Critical Tempemtur6, °K

ATERLGIGPORE SIZE

P(RE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
MICROS DIAMETIR R_hIEWT

>1.6
1.2 - 1,6

0.8 - 1.2
o.I, - 0.6
<o_

,VERA_ DISTANCE _ PORES

_.zczxsss ,,_ z lo-2 ca, ._sz'_

*SAHA-L. _. - S _/rRAL5 AT 1 Ma/_

Tmm/SSC

I I I I| l 1 I II I

/
11

I I II l _ _< | 11 I

.olas AS,OF.I J .s .s .1' I I I

Minimum Neutral Fraction, %

|g

q

l

CONCLUSIONS: Low permeability because of braze penetration

on reverse side. Test poor, but possibly invalid.
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AV]mA_ I,_n'ZCZ,ZSl_z I- lo./.,c.

PAEYICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION

MI_ nlAMETER

>7'5
7.5 - 5.0
5.0 - 3J
3.3 - 2.2_
i._ - 1.0
< 1.0

_ (]_'sc*E_) o.z8

m_i_ com,ICi_ _. _ x tn "r

TBOE ]EESITI

I_ PELLET EVLLUATION REPOR_

£u_zs PEa _ 2

AVBRJkC._]PORE SIZE

PORE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
MICRCU_ RmCE_T

>1.6
1.2 - 1.6
0.8 - 1.2
o._ - 0.8
< o_

SAMPLEI_m_TION

AVERAGE DISTANCE _ PORES

BI THICKNESS _ x 10 -2 CMs IEMSITI

T0B _/At

wa_ FU_mIoN_. R 3

P

,X

wm,,sm

_ST

eSAHA-L. EQ. - _ NEUTEtI_ AT i M_c_

.111 Iil III I[

/
f,

.J

1
n

m

m

/ -

/ °/

/ -
I _ I I I I I I I I I

1200 1300 1400 1500

Ionizer Critical Tempemtu_, OK

. I ! I III I 1 1 II] I

/

/
!

/
/(

/

/

/

/
I I II

.01 _o_s .06.07.1

/

I I I ! I II I

I100 .01 .z .I .s .1' 1 z

Minimum Neutral Fraction, %

!.,

d
6

CONCLUSIONS: After elox .mchining. Critical temperatures

at high current density higher and more sloppy after elox.
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IONIZI_ PELLET EVALUATION REPORT

_=_ EL/-_,_ (/0,%)

AVERAGE PARTICLE SIZE ,_ - :q- l_

PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTIbN

MICRON DIAMETER P_

>7.S
7.5- S.o
5.0 - 3-3
3.3 - 2.25

1.5- 1.o
< 1.0

_LUET DL_ (EFF_C_) O.18

TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENT _. q _"/_-_-_

CALCULATED TRUE DENSITY

II_(_LTION

Pa_,s _ c_2

AVERAGE PORE SIZE

PORE SIZE DISTRIBUTION

MICRON D_ PERCENT

>1.6
1.2 - 1.6

0.8 - 1.2
0.4- 0.8
< o._

AVERAGE DISTANCE BETWEEN PORES

THINS _ x 10 -2 6, DENSITY

Ap/_

w_ _oN 9'.,P.:2.,

P

_xeV's_

*SAHA-L. EQ. % NEUTRALS AT 1 Ma/m_

t_ / '6
4

m

. _i _ 1

- I

-/ -
I I 1 1' I I I I II I

llO0 1200 1300 1400 1500

Ionizer Critical Temperature, °K

L
1 I II ] I I !1 1

,,, ,

/

t

i

,

/
- /

0
• I I I, I I Iil ,,I

.01 _ _.I ._ ._ .s ._ 1 _

Minimum Neutral froct|on, %

'L

i
5

CONCLUSIONS: Knees rounded at low current density. Good

highocurrent densit_ performance (_2 percent neutrals at
1420 K for 20 malcm_
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IONIZ_RPELLETEVALUATION_

f_

PELLET TYPE LD _ O._

AVE_tOE PAniCLE SIZE _. ?

PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION

MIGRO_ _h_ETER PERCFRT

>7.5
7.5 - S.O
5.0 - 3.3
.3.3 - 2.25;
1.5 - 1.0

< 1.0

_ (_C_I_) 0.18

_SlCU C_I,_Cn_T ,c.D_ I_"_*

TE/g D_ITT

! I I I I I I ! I I_I I

f

" / "

o

." /, ."

., -

I i i P a a ! I l I

!100 1200 1300 1400 1500

Ionizer Critical Temperatur6, OK

PORES PER CM_

AVERAGE PC_.E SIZE

PORE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
MICRON DIAMETER PERCENT

> 1.6
1.2 - 1.6

0.8 - 1.2
o.h - o.8
< o.h

AVERAGE DISTANCE _ PORES

THICKNESS 5 x 10-2 CM, _SIT_

_/At

00

80

6O

3O
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8

6

r
I I II i I i II I

/

/
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/

/
/

f

/
/

.0

,01

/
a i _i II I I I ! II I

,o_s .as.or.1 .2 .i ,Is .T !

Minimum Neutral Fraction, %

, F

TO_/_C

p_

CONCLUSIONS: Neutrals low and indicate high pore count.

Critical temperature unaccountably high.
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IGmI_ _ EVAI_ATION REPORT

zo.Ds_ E O $
ATJmA0Z PARTICLE SIZE

PAI_I_CLE STZE DISTRIBUTION
MICROND_

>7.5
7.5 - S.o
5.0 - 3.3
3.3 - 2.25
1.5 - z.o
< 1.0

_ (_) o.18
w_ssICS CO.TICkeT 6,0 _/0 "'T

OI3,CU/_T_ _ ]ZI_N,SITI

ZMFCmlU.TICli

(G_)_ _o. I_ ,,,_ 0._.:-_.

AVERA(I_ PORE 812S_
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14ICRC_ DIA/_I_R
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1,2 - 1.6

J
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o.h - 0.8
< o.h

I_1

AVeraGE DISTANCE _ PORES

THIC_ _ x 10-2 _, D_ITY

_-I I I l I" I I I I I/I I .
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/ .
" t

- //';
/./

//
-,//

I l Ol a i i i I i I i

1100 1200 1300 1400 1500

Ionizer Critical Temperatudk, OK
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3
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/

() .

/

/'

/
:/

I

/
l (_ I lli I I iJ II I i

,01 ._¢_i .o_nf.1 .a ._ .s ._ I • _

Minimum Neutral Fraction, %

CONCLUSIONS: Neutrals and critical temperature continuously

increase with current densities. Knees sharp a_d solid
tungsten appearing. (About 2% neutrals at 1430 K for 20 ma/cm2).

TEST MADE BY: Shelton/Cho REPORT PREPARED BY: H. Shelton
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IONIZerPELLETEVALUATIONREPORT

PARTICLESIZE _B_TI_

> 7.5
7.S - S.o
5.0 - 3.3
3.3 - 2._
1.5 - I.O
< 1.0

I

0,18

._nc_ a.9 x/_ --c

C_LgLAT_ T_E _SIT_

PORESIZE DISTRIB_TI0_

1.2 - 1.6
0.8 - 1.2
0.h - 0.8 -----
< o._

AV_tAO_DISTANCE_
i ,, i ii

_p/_ :ms/ssc:

,,, _lr

*S_._-L. _. - _ _T_,X.S n Z _/_nIIBOIlMETIOH
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/
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• 1 | #m_ | Ii I I !, , i _ |

II00 1200 1300 1400 1500

Ionizer Criticol T_m_, OK

0
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0
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m

I '
.01

)
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/

/
m

I

J

I

I I II I I I II I I

M|n|mum Neutm| Freer|on,%

CON(_USIONS: Critical temperature high - rounded knees.

_ork function high at low current density probably because 9_
of oxygen associated with tantalum. (2_ at 1600-K at 20 ma/cm-).

TEST MADE BY: Shelton/Cho REPORT PREPARED BY: H. Shelton
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IGI_XIER_ EVALUATIOH

PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
MICR_ DIAMETER

>7.5
7.5 - 5.0
5.0 - 3.3
3.3 - 2.25
1.5 - 1.o
< 1.0

m

0.18

CU,CULLTI_ _11_ I]_tSI'I'I

Ill--OIl _lr T_cr;_ _ ! ,,_/_

., , , ,,,,, , ,, ,/, ,.

/
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.///
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110_ !_0 1300 l do0.

Nzer Critical Tempemturb, OK

I
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II/

/
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3

eoe_ _ C_-

AVERAGE PORE SIZE

PORE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
MICROM DIAMETE_ RmCEST

>1.6
1.2 - 1.6

0.8 - 1.2
o._ - 0.8
< o.h

AVERAGE DISTANCE _ PORES
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m

i i I I I l ii

1500 .01 .o_a_ .ee.oT .1

v__t., _(_,. s _JJ_ AT 1 Ma/c_

I I ! II I I I I II I

/
/

/
/

_ll / I I ll

.¢ .i .s .7 I

Minimum Neutral Fraction, %

weeCe_

0

/
/

m

I J
I s s

CONCLUSIONS: Critical temperature_ d neutrals high
(7_ neutrals at i600vK at 20 ma/cm _) .an

TEST MADE BY: Shelton/Cho REPORT PREPARED BY: H. Shelton
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mr EO_

ICRIZDI PELLET EVALUATION RE_

AT_.AG¢ PARTICLE SIZE I-.?/{'T'n i ItT-.._,_{
PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION

MICRON DIAMETER

>7.S
?.5 - _.o
5.0 - 3.3
3.3 - 2.2_;
z.5 - 1.o
< 1.0

Pnu_ nu_m_a (_'mcn'v]c) o.18

_uue_ssio.==,,z=_-_Y._-¥1o'".f_
_o (._) , To=

CALCg_Tm TEOE DENSITI

Sm_ _UCADg_iT
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. . O t
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II00 1200 1300 1400 1500

IonizerCrltlcolTemperomr6, OK
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PCRE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
MICRON D_ER PERCENT

> 1.6
1.2 - 1.6
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O.h - o.8
< o.k
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=_/At
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P

i IHI Hl_
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41,

,imIlV

I I I II I I I ] II I
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/

/
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i

. 0
/
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l/"

/

" !
I l _. II. I I l II i |

.01 .o_am_ .os,or.1 .e .a .s • 1 I • II

Minimum Neutral Fmcticm, %

CONCLUSIONS: Same general characteristics of Ta series (15-17)

rounded drooping knees - oxygenated - high critical tempera-

tures. (1 1/2% neutrals at 1600VK for 20 ma/cm2).
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i"_-_, _,,,,,_,) .....
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PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
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Minimum Neutral Fraction, %
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i

CONCLUSIONS: Good current density performance.
at 20 ma/cm 2) .

(1_ at 1430°K

TEST _L%DE BY: Shelton/Cho REPORT PREPARED BY: H. Shelton
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IONI_ _ EYAI_ATION REPORT

AV_U_E PARTICLE SIZE

PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
MICRON DIIMETER P_CENT

>7.5
7.5 - S.O
5.0 - 3.3
3.3 - 2.25
3.5 - 1.o
< 1.0

_luiSlO_,_oll oo_'l_cI_tr
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Minimum Neutral Fra©tl_m, %

CONCLUSIONS: After elox machining, surface carbided upon initial

operation. (Low criticals and low neutrals). A£ter oxygen

and sputtering results nearly identical with test number 18.
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IONIZER PELLET EVALUATION REPORT

Pm_ mm G- ;t ,_,- - C+.,,-L,;J,,_.I
.mE mt H !' +"t,¢, c
IgERAOE PARTICLE SIZE t_. _/._

PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION

HICROH DIAMETER

>7.5
7.5 - 5.0
5.0 - 3.3
3.3 - 2.25;
1.5- 1.o
< 1.0

]_441t _ (_r_zvE) 0.18

mzss_s, ,, l_ [_Lr) Tea
CAIL'UIAT]m _ DE_ITI"

stm,'+._'rmu.mm.t_p,.._++,-
5AMPX_ IIOPO_ATIOM

TEST NO. :_.0 DATE ,,T(., x'_.

PmEs pmcm2
AVERAGE PORE SIZE

PCRE SIZE DISTRIBUTION

> 1.6

1.2 - 1.6
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19¢s-
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U
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1 ' , , ,, , I I ,l , 1
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Minimum Neutral Fraction, %

CONCLUSIONS: oGenerally lower critical temperature and neutrals
(1/2% at 1430 K at 20 ma/cm').
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IGffIZ_ PELLET EVALUATION REPCRff

AVERAGEPARTICLE SIZE

PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBOTION
MICRON _METER PERCENT

>7.5
7.5 - 5.0
5.0 - 3.3
3,3 - 2.25
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Excellent results below 10 ma/cm 2 (35 neutralsCONCLUS_0NS:
at 1420-K at 20 ma/cm2).
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IONIZer PELET EVALUATION REHRT

''' t}

AVERk£_ PARTICLE SIZE

PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
MICRON DIAMETER P]DICENT
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CONCLUSIONS: Results very good up to 5 ma/cm 2.

exceed because of very low permeability.

Couldn't
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IONIZ_ PELLEt EVALUATION REPORT

pzu_z n_x G S h

MADE Sl ._ T I.-

Arm%AGE PAErIGLE SIZE /Ok_ (.(r6(,'|,:c.J.)

PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
MICRON DIAMET_

>7.5
7.5- _.o
5.0 - 3.3
3.3 - 2.25,
1.5 - 1.o
< 1.0

PELU_ DI_E_m (EF_CTIVE) 0.18

_.AJ_II_ION C(_FFICIERT _./, _/_='_'BI

1o (,._) Total
CJU,CULAT_) TRUE DEI_ITY

SUI_F,.ETIt_TH_IT _.'_cL ,,_.(q- _ ,.',,H"ere(_
"I

SAMPLE I_FOB2_I(_ _4" Oi e"_ Of 'Je'_.'_:
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Ionizer Critical Tempemtur6, OK

A_CE PORE SIZE

SIZE DISTRIBUTION
MICRON D_

>1.6
1,2 - 1.6

0.8 - 1.2
o.h - o.8
< o.h

AVeraGE DISTANCE _ HRES p

THIC]{]_SS _; x 10 -2 Q_, IIEESITI $

WCRK FCNCTION 'I,_, _ _ _v

*S_H_-L. _Q. - _ W_J_ AT 1 Mt/cu
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Minimum Neutral Fraction, %

I

!
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CONCLUSIONS: Results very good up to 10 ma/cm 2. Neutral fraction

and critical temperature low. Effect of pore density abruptly see_
at higher current densities.
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